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Abstract
This work presents a real-time system for multiple
object tracking in dynamic scenes. A unique
characteristic of the system is its ability to cope with longduration and complete occlusion without a prior
knowledge about the shape or motion of objects. The
system produces good segment and tracking results at a
frame rate of 15-20 fps for image size of 320x240, as
demonstrated by extensive experiments performed using
video sequences under different conditions indoor and
outdoor with long-duration and complete occlusions in
changing background.

1. Introduction1
Object tracking is an essential component of an intelligent
video surveillance system. Accurate and real time object
tracking will greatly improve the performance of object
recognition, activity analysis and high-level event
understanding [1,2,3]. The most common approach to
tack objects is to first detect them using background
subtraction and, then, establish correspondence from
frame to frame to find the tracks of the objects [4,5].
Despite its popularity, background subtraction based
methods still lack the robustness to handle specific events
such as tracking multiple interacting objects with heavy
occlusion, the most unwanted events that often happen in
video. In video sequences, these interactions result in
several challenges to the tracking algorithm. Since blob
generation of moving objects is based on connected
component analysis, close objects generate a single
merged object, and in this situation, visual features of the
occluded objects are not observed and occluded objects
can not be tracked.

1.1. Related Work
Methods to solve the occlusion problem in multiple
interacting objects tracking have been previously
presented. Shiloh [6], Chang [7] and Dockstader [8]
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overcame occlusion in multiple object tracking by used
fusing multiple camera inputs. Cucchiara [9] proposed
probabilistic masks and appearance models to cope with
frequent shape changes and large occlusions. Eng [10]
developed a Bayesian segmentation approach that fused a
region-based background subtraction and a human shape
model for people tracking under occlusion. Wu [11]
proposed a dynamic Bayesian network which
accommodates an extra hidden process for partial
occlusion handling. Andrew [12,13] used appearance
models to track occluded objects. Siebel [14] proposed a
tracking system with three co-operating parts: an active
shape tracker, a region tracker and a head detector. The
region tracker exploits the other two modules to solve
occlusions. Hieu [15] proposed a template matching
algorithm and update the template using appearance
features smoothed by kalman filter. Tao[16] presented a
dynamic background layer model and model each moving
object as a foreground layer, together with the foreground
ordering, the complete information necessary for reliably
tracking objects through occlusion is included. Alper [17]
tracked the complete object and evolving the contour
from frame to frame by minimizing some energy
functions.
Although many algorithms have been proposed in the
literature, the problem of multiple interacting objects
tracking in complex scene is still far from being
completely solved. Multiple camera based tracking
methods [6,7,8] cannot handle complete occlusion.
Precise model based algorithms [12,13] are sensitive to
background clutter, and they are at the cost of
computationally more expensive schemes because model
estimation for the number of model parameters is usually
large. Moreover, many of those algorithms are designed
to deal with short-duration partial occlusion, and fail at
severe and complete occlusions and when a partial
occlusion lasts for a long time. Probabilistic approaches
like Monte Carlo filter is useful in dealing with the
problem of background clutter as it allows for the tracking
of multiple hypotheses [18,19,20]. However, the measure
of object has to be detected by an independent technique
that may not be acquired in heavy occlusion. Several
methods using motion model to perform robust tracking
can deal with some instances of occlusion. These methods
require precise motion modeling [21] and fail at the nonlinear motion of interacting objects.

1.2 Our Methods
To deal with multiple object tracking in dynamic scenes,
we separate the object state into three parts: Before,
during and after occlusion. Considering occlusion often
cased by touching objects, we suppose that during the
occlusion, the trajectory of each individual object is
similar to the entire group, fortunately, this is a valid
assumption in real surveillance scene. If we could keep on
tracking and labeling each individual object correctly
before and after the occlusion, and tracking the entire
group during the occlusion, the integrate trajectory of
each object will be recovered.
To develop such kind of real-time multiple objects
tracking system, several problems have to be considered.
The first is fast and accurate object segmentation. Precise
segmentation result is the basis for object feature
extraction and further data association. However,
problems such as ghost, left object, uncertainty camera
shaking, abrupt illumination changes would bring great
challenges to this problem. Another problem is how to
detect the occlusion and splitting events robustly.
Considering the complex scenes and the noises, a blob is
often erroneously split into several parts, and it’s difficult
to decide whether those parts belong to the same object or
should split from a group. Moreover, noise also
deteriorates decision result.
In this paper, we present a real-time system for
multiple object tracking in complex real world. A unique
characteristic of the system is its ability to cope with longduration and complete occlusion in dynamic scenes, and
unlike other systems, this is achieved without prior
knowledge about the shape or motion of objects.

1.3. Outline of the System
The system consists of two parts (shown in Figure 1): (1)
object segmentation, and (2) merging and splitting
detection, and feature correspondence. In part one, a fast
algorithm is presented for background maintenance to
handle various scene changes, including ghosts and
illumination changes, running at 20 fps. The input video
is used to estimate a background model based on a two
level pixel motion analyze algorithm, which is then used
to perform background subtraction image. After
connected area analysis, small blobs will be removed and
the resulting foreground regions will be saved. To reduce
the large scale noises caused by background clutter, the
tracking management module of the second part
associates foreground regions in consecutive frames to
construct hypothesized tracks, only those blobs which
have been correctly corresponded for several frames will
be considered as a valid target.

Figure 1. Tracking System Diagram. Part 1: Background
Maintenance and Moving Object Segmentation. Part 2:
Object Tracking and Occlusion Handling.

In part two, a combination mechanism is embedded to
detect merging and splitting events, using object tracking
and segmentation result. In the merging and splitting
detection module, the detected object is divided into four
classes: existing object, new object, merge object and split
object. The first two class objects will be directly used to
update the tracker in the tracking management module.
For the merge object, a group will be created which
contains the trajectory and color feature of the objects in it.
For the split object, the feature correspondence module
are employed to assign a correct label to each split object
based on Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance. In the following,
we explain details of the system.
Extensive experiments with video sequences under
different conditions indoor and outdoor show that the
system is effective and efficient in multiple object
tracking in complex scenes. It is accurate yet highly
computationally effective.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
the moving object segmentation algorithm. Section 3
explains the merging and splitting detection method.
Section 4 discusses feature correspondence method.
Section 5 presents extensive results.

2. Moving Object Segmentation
We adopt the background subtraction approach.
However, rather than based on mixture Gaussian models
[5,22] for background modeling or relying upon the
distribution of the pixel value, we present a two level
(pixel level and frame level) background maintenance
algorithm for real-time segmentation and background
updating. This is to avoid problems (high computational
costs and slow adaptation to a new background model)
associated with mixture Gaussian background modeling.
The basic idea of the pixel level background updating
is based on an assumption that the pixel value in the
moving object’s position changes faster than those in the
real background. Fortunately, this is a valid assumption in
most application fields. Under this assumption, we can
distinguish the foreground and background accurately by
a simple frame-to-frame difference method, which could
detect the fast changes of pixel. However, this method
will fail when the inside color of object is uniform. In this
situation, pixel values do not vary within the object. To
deal with this problem, we present a dynamic matrix
D (k ) to analyzing the changes detection result of the
frame-to-frame difference method, where the motion state
of each pixel is stored in the matrix. Only those pixels
whose values do not change much can be updated into the
background.
Let I (k ) denotes the input frame at time k, and the
subscript i, j of I i , j (k ) represent the pixel position. The
frame-to-frame difference image F (k ) and the dynamic
matrix D (k ) at time k are defined as follows:
.
⎧0 I i , j (k ) − I i , j (k − γ ) ≤ Tf
(1)
Fi , j (k ) = ⎨
1
otherwise
⎩
⎧Di , j (k − 1) − 1 Fi , j (t ) = 0, Di , j (k − 1) ≠ 0
(2)
Di , j (k ) = ⎨
λ
Fi , j (t ) ≠ 0
⎩
where γ represent the interval time between the current
frame and the old one, Tf is the threshold to make a
decision whether the pixel is changing at time k or not,
and λ is the time threshold of the pixel’s stable times in
consecutive frames. Once Di , j (k ) equates to zero, the
pixel will be updated into the background with a linear
model :

Bi , j (k ) = α ⋅ I i , j (k ) + (1 − α ) ⋅ Bi , j (k − 1)

(3)

where B (k ) is the background image at time k and α is
the weight of input frame.
Although the pixel level background update method
could deal with many serious problems mentioned above,
it still has a drawback in that it only considers each
individual pixel while ignoring the motion information
contained in the frame.
The frame level updating is used to solve this problem.
The mechanism utilizes the moving character of the whole
image ν (4) to achieve fast background update under the
situation of the abrupt scene changing such as camera
shaking, illumination changing and new left object in the
scene.
n

ν =

m

∑∑ F
j =1 i =1

i, j

(k )
(4)

m×n

where m, n represent the width and height of the image.
Once v is less than a threshold, we will make a decision
that no moving object in the current image and update all
the stable pixels in the current frame to the background
immediately using (3).
By fusing the detection result at both pixel and frame
levels, the background update procedure maintains a
suitable background model under different conditions. In
background subtraction step, each video frame is
compared with the reference background model, pixels in
the current frame that deviate significantly from the
background will be detected. After the real time object
segmentation based on connected blob extraction and
image down sampling, a size filter is used to remove
small components and the moving object positions will be
gained and transformed to the original subtraction image
to get the accurate final segmentation results.
Considering the background clutter and the similarity of
the foreground region and the background, noises blobs
with large size are still exist after the morphology filtering
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Figure 2. An example of object segmentation. a) Input
video. b) Subtraction Image. c) Morphology filtering result.
d) Final result fused with spatio-temporal information.

(Figure 2.c). To solve this problem, we analyze the
correct correspondence times of each blob in consecutive
frames, thus uncertain noises will be removed. Through
fusion the spatio-temporal information of each segmented
blob, a precise object can be acquired (Figure2.d).

3.

Finally, add one to the correspond element in
k

matrix C E .

C Ek (i, α i ) = C Ek (i, α i ) + 1, i = 1,..., m

(7)

C ( β j , j ) = C ( β j , j ) + 1, j = 1,..., n

(8)

k
E

3. Merging and Splitting Detection

k
E

Three possible values may found in the element of

This module includes two main steps: (1) correspondence
between foreground region and track, and (2) merging
and splitting detection.

k

matrix C E : Zero, one and two. Zero means no selection.
One represents one selection happens. Two means the
track and the measure selects each other both. Five
k

As in most of the tracking approaches, the
correspondence process attempts to associate the
foreground regions with one of the existing tracks. Let
T ( k ) = {T1 ( k ), T2 ( k ),..., Tm ( k )} denotes the existing tracks
and
the
M ( k ) = {M 1 (k ), M 2 ( k ),..., M n (k )} denotes
foreground region measures at time k. This process starts
k

with the construction of a distance matrix DE between

T (k ) and the each of the foreground
k
region measure M (k ) . The distance matrix DE (rows

the active tracks

correspond to existing tracks and columns to foreground
regions in the current frame) is based on the Euclidean
distance(5).

D Ek (i, j ) = Ti (k ) − M j (k )
(5)

k

correspond matrix C E is constructed from the updated
k

distance matrix DE . This process will keep on looping

i = 1,K, m ,

until none of the elements value of matrix C E equals to
two. Finally, the foreground measures and existing tracks
are classified into three parts: Non-matched track, nonmatched measure, matched track and measure.
The above association method assigns one measure to
one track and can not handle merging and splitting event,
in which one measure may assign to multiple tracks and
one track may assign to multiple measures. To solve this
problem, we develop a merging and splitting detection
procedure based on the obtained classification results.
For those non-matched track, a merging detection
algorithm is used to decide whether the track is merged by
another measure or is missed. If a merging happens, a
new group is generated. If the track is missed, the
confidence of the track will be decreased, once it drops
below a specific threshold, the track will be deleted. For
those non-matched measures, a splitting detection module
is developed to decide whether the measure is split from
an active track or it is a new target. When a splitting
event is confirmed, a feature correspondence module (see
section 4) is performed to labeling each object correctly.

j = 1, K , n .

Considering the similarity between the tracker and
measure, if their distance is larger than a threshold, they
will not be associated and the relative element in matrix

DEk will be set to infinitude. Based on analyzing the
k

k

matrix DE , a correspondence matrix C E at time k is
constructed to assign the foreground region measure to
the track. The following is the details of construction.

2.

matrix DE are updated to infinitude. After that, a new

Tix , Tiy , M jx , M jy represent the center positions of

the bounding box of Ti and M j ,

1.

k

In this paper, if an element value in matrix C E equals to
two, the measure will assign to the track, and all the
elements in the same row and column of the distance
k

= (Tix (k ) − M jx (k ))2 + (Tiy (k ) − M jy (k ))2
where

possible results can arise in the matrix C E :
z A track is not associated to any measure (All the
elements in a row are zero).
z A measure is not associated to any track (All the
elements in a column are zero).
z A track is associated to more than one measure
(More than one element in a row are larger than
zero).
z A measure is associated to more than one track
(More than one element in a row are larger than
zero).
z A measure is associated to a track (The element
value is two).

k

Firstly, all the elements of matrix C E are set to
zero.
Find the position of the minimal elements in every
row α ={α1,K,αm} and column β = {β1,K, βn}
k

of DE through the following equations:

⎧⎪ DEk (i, α i ) = min( DEk (i, j )), j = 1, L , n
⎨ k
k
⎪⎩ DE ( β j , j ) = min( DE (i, j )), i = 1, L , m

(6)

k

Merging might occur due to a non-matched track
overlapped with a measure. This judgment is based on the
assumption that there must be overlapped area between
the initial merging bounding box and the merged object
(Figure 3, first row).This is a valid assumption when the
segmentation process is fast enough, as soon as object
touches with each other at time k+1, a large bounding box
contains all the merged objects will be created and it has
large overlapping areas with the merged objects at time k.
Fortunately the moving object segmentation method
mentioned in section 2 achieves 20fps in the surveillance
system, fast enough to detect merging event even with
high speed objects. Similar to the merging method above,
splitting is detected due to a non-matched measure
overlapped with a track (Figure 3, second row). When a
group splits, each split object will be labeled correctly
with a feature correspondence method (See section 4).
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model has got much attention recently [10,11,13] and it is
powerful in dealing with short time partial occlusion.
However the object appearance can change a lot after
long time occlusion, moreover, it can not handle complete
occlusion which is quite often in complex real world
surveillance. Considering the complex real world
surveillance scene, in our system, we use color feature to
measure similarity. Let O q (k ) = {O q (k ), O q (k ),..., O q (k )}
1

2

u

objects of group q and
q
q
q
q
S (k ) = {S 1 (k ), S 2 ( k ),..., S v (k )} denotes the split objects

denotes

the

occluded

from the group q at time k. POiq denotes the color
distribution of the ith occluded object Oiq (k ) and

PS qj represents the color distribution of the jth split
object S qj (k ) of group

q . Since in the experiments, we

achieved the same qualitative correspondence results with
RGB and HSV color space, we chose the RGB space and
computing the color distribution with Nr ⋅ Ng ⋅ Nb bins. In
addition, instead of computing the color histogram of the
bounding box, we use a strategy of combing motion
segmentation to provide more accurate color feature. The
color distance matrix DCk (rows correspond to occluded
q

AB

B

AB
A

j

j+1

Figure 3. A scenario of blob merging and splitting
detection . The first row contains the blob merging events
and the overlapping areas. The second row contains the
splitting events.

4. Feature Correspondence
When a merging event has been detected, the information
of the occluded track will be added into the group, for
instance its trajectory and certain feature. After that, the
entire group will be tracked as one target. When it splits,
the feature information of the occluded object in the
group will be used for correspondence.
An important point is how to select the suitable feature.
To reduce the complexity of the tracking system, we use
2D feature of the object. During the last two decades,
three classes of features have been widely considered for
tracking purpose: motion, appearance and color. The
motion feature based methods smooth the position and
motion of the object only, the object has to be detected by
an independent technique. Once occlusion happens, the
measure of the filter can not be acquired and the
confidence of tracking result is decided by the occluded
object’s motion character and the maximal duration of the
occlusion, and it will be decreased according to object’s
non-linear motion and long time occlusion. Appearance

objects and columns to split foreground region) is
measured using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance (9)
between the two color distributions and use the
association algorithm mentioned in section 3 to assign
each split object.

DCk q (i, j ) =

Nr ⋅ Ng ⋅ Nb

∑ PO
l =1

q
i

(l ) ⋅ log( POiq (l ) / PS qj (l )) (9)

where i = 1,K, u , j = 1, K , v .
Considering the number of split targets is less than the
total number of the occluded objects in the group, after
the correspondence step, the split foreground regions and
existing occluded objects are classified into two parts:
Non-matched occluded object, matched object and
measure. If the number of non-matched occluded object
equals to zero, the group will be terminated.

5. Experimental Results
The system is implemented on standard PC hardware
(Pentium IV at 3.0GHz) and works at 15-20fps. The video
image size is 320x240 (24 bits per pixel) captured by
Sony DCR9E at 25fps. The system is tested in typical
indoor and outdoor environments for handling ghost
situation, background modeling and occlusion. In the
system we use color histogram in RGB color space with
10x10x10 bins for feature correspondence. We
deliberately selected clips taken under difficult conditions,

especially those with background changing
occlusions. The following presents results.

and

5.1. Tracking Multiple Interacting People Indoor
Figure 4 shows an example of tracking two interacting
persons in an indoor environment (see videoclip1.avi of
the supplementary materials). The red and blue box shows
the position of the person without occlusion. Green box
shows the position of the group in which people are
occluded with each other. Their trajectories are shown
with red and blue lines. In this sequence, the target No.2
(Target ID is labeling at the top left corner of the
bounding box) changes his motion direction suddenly
(Figure 4, frame #974, red line), the motion model based
tracking approaches are always fail at this situation. At
frame #1176, occlusion happens again and after that the
two persons are tracked as a whole group until frame
#1665. During this process, the target No.1 is completed
occluded by target No.2 (Figure 4, frame #1562) for
several frames and the occlusion lasts for 183 frames
(From frame #1482 to frame #1665). It is hard for those
template matching methods or appearance models to
handle this situation. Once the end of occlusion has been
determined (Figure 4, frame #1665), the people can be
recaptured and correct labeled.

5.2. Tracking Multiple Objects Outdoor
Figure 5 gives an example of tracking multiple objects
with ghost and occlusion in outdoor scene (see
videoclip2.avi of the supplementary materials). The image
on the left of a pair measures reactivity of the background
reflects changes from two vehicles (Target No.161 and
Target No.168) that start their motions after having
previously been part of the background. The right image
in each frame shows the trajectories of multiple objects.
Green box displays the position of the group in which
objects are occluded with each other. Take target No.161
as example, when it starts motion, a ghost labeled as
No.166 is left (Figure 5, frame#171). Several frames later,
the correct background can be updated (Figure 5, frame
#407) and the correct segmentation can be achieved. It is
hard for mixture Gaussian background model to get the
same fast and accurate update result. In addition, the
system successful handles occlusion of target No.143 and
target No.168 (Figure 5, frame #407, frame #421).
We report results of the system on the most recent
dataset of EC Funded CAVIAR project [23] and PETS
2001 dataset in Figure 6. In the CAVIAR dataset (Figure
6, first row, see videoclip3.avi of the supplementary
materials ), two people meet, fight and run away. Heavy
occlusion happens during the fighting (Figure 6, first row,
frame #150, frame #194) and the system correctly tracks

each person before, during and after fighting. Two
occlusions happen in PETS sequence (Figure 6, second
row, frame #996, frame #1078) and objects are tracked
correctly before and after occlusions.
Images in Figure 7, selected from the real time
surveillance system, represent typical scenes in a
residential area, including traffic road surveillance,
entrance of parking lot, back yard and entrance of the
building.

6. Conclusion
A real-time multiple object tracking system is presented.
Experiments on complex indoor and outdoor
environments show that the system can deal with difficult
situations such as ghosts and background changes.
Moreover, it can track multiple objects with long-duration
and complete occlusion. While the system is highly
computationally cost effective and accurate, future work
includes developing a real time high-level events
understanding system.
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